STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION

Stage 1
- Stake assembly on grade
- 1/2" X 1/4"

Stage 2
- Remove end of concrete pour
- 1" Threaded bar - Grade 60
- #7 deformed bar
- Thread deformed insert into deformed splicer bar

Stage 3
- Remove backer rod filler
- Play concrete pour

Notes
1. Saw and seal all construction joints.
2. Include all costs for transverse construction joints in the price bid for PCC pavement.
3. Do not saturate the subgrade during the sawing operation.

Details
- Fine depth saw cut
- Remove end of concrete pour
- 1" Threaded bar - Grade 60
- #7 deformed bar
- Thread deformed insert into deformed splicer bar

Revision
- 3-16-16
- Revised Joint Details and notes
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